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Alan B. Shepard,Jr., Commanderof the Apollo 14 missiOnwhich landedon On May 8, 1961,three daysafter his successfulflight of Freedom7, ShepardreceivedNASA's DistinguishedServ-
the Moon in early February1971,receivesa plaquefrom PresidentRichard ice Medal from PresidentJohnF. Kennedyin a RoseGardenCeremonyat the White House.Althoughlittle advance
Nixon.The awardconfersonShepardthe "Order of LunarPutter" for hisgolf noticeof hls visit to Washingtonwas given,crowdsof people linedPennsylvaniaAvenueto cheerAmerica'sfirst
shot on the Moon, the first celestialhole in one. spaceman.Otherspicturedhere at the White HouseceremonyincludeformerAstronautsScott CarpenterandJohn

Glenn and former NASA Administrator James E. Webb.

Space Program Pioneers recall the moods, problems,
excitement of the past ten years

that the Russians established." MSC Deputy Director Christo- a new and different experience
Less than a month later, on pher C. Kraft recalls four distinct for us."

May 5, 1961, carne Alan Shepard's moods or concerns of the early The second mood was one of

_ suborbital flight in the Mercury days in the U.S. space program, s_rong competition with the Rus-
" capsule known as Freedom 7. "In the first place, we hadn't sians.

There was, Dr. Gilmth remem- been in the business very long, so "We all knew we were behind

bets, a tremendous uplift of spirits most of us were very much novices the power curve relative to trying
in the American people as a re- in dealing with the problems of to beat the Russians, and we were
sult of the Shepard flight. The suc- space flight, doing everything we could to try

.t_m v cess of America's first space mis- "We all had a strong feeling and overcome that lag."sian led to the decision to go to that man would be able to do the This mood, he remembers, was

the Moon within the decade of the same things in spacecraft that he'd a very demanding one. "People

60's. always been able to do in an air- were working furiously in the Mer-
"I can remember sitting in the plane, and that the effects of cury program at that time. It

President's office after Ai's flight, zero-g would not have any pro- seemed as though we never stop-

Robert R. Gilruth President Kennedy was in his fa- found effect on his judgment or ped working." Maxime A. Faget

mous rocking chair. And Mr. his ability to perform physically. The third feeling was "an un- "That was a long time ago,"
MSC Director Dr. Robert R. (James) Webb (former NASA "But, we still had that doubt, dercurrent that existed in the said Dr. Maxime Faget when

Gilruth was interviewed on Mon- Administrator) was there and A1 We'd never done it, and putting scientific w o r 1d, particularly asked to recall the days of MR-3.

day, ApriI 12, the tenth armiver- Shepard and a number of others, a man on the end of a torch, which among medical scientists, that we Faget, now Director of Engineer-
sary of Russian Cosmonaut Yuri I can remember the President's is about what we were doing, was were about to take some unneces- ing and Development, was chief

Gagarin's orbital flight, man's saying, 'If they're going to meas- sary risks with man." of the Space Task Group's Flight
first venture into space. He had ure us by what we do in space, In an earlier Mercury test flight Systems Division at the time of
just sent a congratulatory telegram then let's be first.' " with a primate named Ham as the the first U.S. manned space flight.

to Moscow. On May 25, President: Kennedy test subject, some unusual things One of the major engineering
He remembers well a phone made his now-famous announce- happened to the monkey which problems confronting Faget's

conversation with a reporter in the ment on the U. S. goal of landing caused some people in the medical team was in the Mercury space-
early morning hours on April 12, a man on the Moon. world to question whether man craft's environmental c o n t r o 1

1961. Recollecting some of the anx- might be impaired by space condi- system. "We had a valve that

"It's happened, Dr. Gilruth. ieties surrounding the flight of _ tions, had failed on a previous flight
There's a man named Yuri Go- Freedom 7, Dr. Gilruth noted, "I FinalIy, there was aIso a ques- which had essentially depressuriz-
garin who is in orbit. Do you have don't think we had any real tion as to the readiness of the ed the cabin. Of course, the suit
any comment?" doubts that man could stand the Redstone booster to fly man. circuit would back that up. But

"Well," Dr. Gilmth recalls say- stress, the zero-g condition of "Problems in the interrelationship nevertheless, it was a continuing
ing, "I hope he gets down all flight, but there was the fact that bet'#een the spacecraft and boos-
right." ter had to be solved before we concern.

Gargarin was recovered safely, we were using equipment which Confidence in the spacecraft
and "it was a very important first (See GILRUTH, Page 2) Christopher C. Kraft (See KRAFT, Page 2) (See FAGET, Page 3)
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Gilruthreminiscesand lookstowardexcitingnewprojects
(Continued From Page 1)

was unproven. There were always portance of space and caused expedition are being fulfilled in a
many things which could go American leadership to set forth very remarkable, satisfying way.

wrong, the task of landing man on the But the primary reason for going
"The Mercury Redstone-3 Moon." to the Moon was to advance

(MR-3), Shepard's flight, had to Although the past ten },ears America's technology, man's abil-
be successful in order for us to go have been exciting and fulfilling ity to fly in space. That was what

a _ on with the program. In fact, the ones in the space program, Dr. President Kennedy had in mind,
existence of NASA itself depend- Gilruth believes that many fasci- and both of these things have been
ed on the success of the manned hating milestones still lie ahead, served."

flight program." "There's no question about the im- The first Shepard flight was
There was also, he remembers, portance of the Shuttle plane. The flown in an atmosphere of intense

a certain amount of discourage- Space Station has great appeal for competition between Russia and
ment among U. S. space planners people who have scientific tasks the United States. Dr. Gilruth be-
at the time of MR-3 because of they wish to perform in space, lieves that there will continue to

the earlier orbital flight by the "I still think, however, we will be "severe competition." But he
Russians. want to go back to the moon after also believes that a great deal has

"There was a question of Apollo. I believe that we'll have happened in the last ten years to
TENYEARSLATER--InFebruary 1971, almost ten years after his ride in the whether we should even try to to wait until the middle 80's or open up the lines of communica-
Freedom7 capsule, Alan Shepardwalked on the surface of the Moon.She-
pard, Commander of the Apollo t4 mission, and Lunar Module Pilot Edgar overtake the Russians because o£ 90's, and perhaps this time we'll tion between the two countries.
Mitchell spent a total of over nine hours setting up experiments and col- their lead in space. They had the establish a base there. What "I remember back at the time

lecting rock samples on the lunar surface. Command Module Pilot Stuart biggest payload. They had put would it be like to have a city up of the Gagarin flight and Al'sRoosawas the third member of the Apollo 14 crew.
man into orbit, and we hadn't." there, with a huge glass dome flight, I said to myself, 'Someday

Kraft recalls tensionbeforefirst flight Dr. Gilruth recalls the tre- over it? I'm going to meet the people re-mendous impact of the lunar goal, "I think that the 80's or 90's sponsible for the successfuI Ga-

(Continued From Page 1) Freedom 7 coming so closely on the heels of will see us want to go beyond garin mission because they bad to
would commit man," Dr. Kraft "I don't think any of us appre- our first successful suborbital Earth orbit, beyond the Moon. I make the same decisions we had

recalled, ciated the tremendous impact flight, don't think we'll be satisfied until to.'
Many of the problems had been Alan Shepard's flight was going "When we flew Mercury Red- we do that." "Well, when I was in Russia

overcome by the time of the Alan to have on the United States. stone-3, we had no lunar goal. Dr. Gilruth also spoke of the last year, I talked to them about
Our eyes were focused on getting way in which the Apollo flights how it was in Russia in thoseSbepard suborbital flight. But, by "The result of the flight was a

May 5, 1961, the Russians had fantastic effect on the morale of man into orbit and returning him have met scientific objectives, early days and found that they had

flown Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin this country in that, for some rea- safely, "I think it's just incredible, the many of the same kinds of prob-
in an 108-minute orbital flight, son, the country was ready to be "The lunar goal came as an science o£ the Moon and what the lems we had."

"The Russians had orbited a uplifted by such an adventure and emotional thing to most of us, be- Apollo flights have opened up. We are now working with the
man. and we did not dare make: such an accomplishment. Space fore we had accomplished our Men on the Moon have the ability Russians on a mutual rendezvous
any mistakes with the Sbepard flight suddenly became a marve- first objective. All of a sudden to look around, to gather samples and docking system which some-

with this great load on our shoul- not just at random, but to pick clay may be important for spaceflight. We had to be successful." lous, exciting accomplishment to
The pressures and tensions o£ this the man in the street." ders to get man into orbit, we sud- ones the scientists want. Getting rescue and mutual aid. Dr. GiI-

situation led to a great deaI of ex- Dr. Kraft is very proud of the denly said, 'Well that's great, an unmanned vehicle to the Moon, ruth believes this is a worthy proj-
citement and nervousness. Apollo program and the success boys, but we really want you to go though quite .an achievement, is ect. Yet he also recognizes that

"At that time at Cape Kennedy,, of its forerunners, the Mercury places. We want you to go to the simply not equivalent to flying both Russia and tee United States
everyone was very intimately in- and Gemini programs. But he also Moon.' man to the/VIoon, will continue to strive for world
volved in the countdown. The real believes that the publichas noidea "When I heard what the Presi- "The science goals that some leadership in the advancement of

launch aspects of the flight were of the complexity of the Apollo dent had in mind for us, I had of us foresaw as part of the Moon technology.
in the count rather than in the missions. The Apollo flights have very serious dobuts whether we

could really do that much in a St p C1b p p 1 hibitflight because the flight was to last appeared to be carried out so eas- am u resents s ecia ex
only I5 minutes, ilv that the public now accepts decade.

"It was a great challenge, and it
"At the Cape, we ahvays had teem as routine and commonplace. Honoring 10 years of American Printing will furnish an exhibit

this feeling that if the countdown The competition with the Rus- was a task that was measured just
was not down to T-2 minutes, we sians during the early days of the exactly right. It was terribly diffi- achievements in manned space of space theme stamps and will.
didn't become too excited because Mercury program continued to be cult, yet it was within the power flight, the MSC Stamp Club will also make available for the first
many countdowns went to T-2 evident during the Apollo pro- of the American people and our hold a philatelic exhibition, called time to the public, copies of their
minutes and never went to corn- gram. technology and all of the people SPACEPEX, from May 5 through Interpex souvenir sheet.
pletion. We really didn't start "We were convinced that the who worked so hard to accom- May 8 in the Building One Audi- Paul Calle, a NASA artist and

pli_htthe'I lunar goal. torium. The hours of the exhibit designer of the Gemini twin and
gettingsaid'T-2excitedminutesUntilandcounting'."s°meb°dyRnssiansthemoon,Wereamuchg°ingtOmore{iyaroundsimple was a perfect task, started are 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Apollo 11 stamps, will be guest

After his historic first flight, task than going into orbit around by the fact that we had a Russian The club willissue a commemo- speaker at the Club's banquet on
Alan Shepard recalled tl_at in mid- the moon or ]anding on the lunar lead in space with Gagarin's or- rative cover imprinted with a Saturday, May 8.

flight he realized somebodx_ was surface. We believed the Rus bital flight. Then we came along multi-color cachet depicting U.S. Harry Anderson. Space Cover Col-
going to ask him what it felt" like sians were going to do that first, with Shepard's very successful achievements in space during the Trackingleeti°n;AlanstationF.Doyle.covers;ROcketwalterMail.
to be at zero-g, so he decided to or that would be their goal, be- suborbital flight, and this opened past decade. Doyle, Mercury and Gemini Comme-
stop and see how he felt under cause that to the world would say the eves_of our leaders to the im- Postal service and commemo- Apollom°rativellCoverS;commemorativeDrFrederickchinese;Dawn.. rative cancellations will be pro- x.L. Derrick. Apollo 11 Cover Col-
those conditions, the3' had beaten the United

Dr. Kraft remembers having a States. in the country relative to tech- vided by a specially designated lection; Richard Eddy, Apollo Com-memorative Covers; Mark Eddy.
SPACEPEX substation, the first Apollo Commemorative Covers; Mrs.

similar thought during the count- "It's very difficult for those of nology and, therefore, to space, time such service has been avail- Richard F. Gordon. Apollo 12 Stamps
down for the Shepard flight, us who have lived through this we'll be able to rebuild, rekindle able at MSC. and Covers; Dr. Karl G. Henize,His-
"Somebody said 'T-2 minutes and era of expanding space technology that adventuresome atmosphere tory of Space Exploration; A. E. Hills-Visitors to the exhibit will re- man, German Rocket Mail; Mark Hre-
counting,' and I realized that we to understand the people who fed of searching the universe for ceive a free commemorative cover ben. Apollo 11; A. N. Johnson, 8pace

Cover Collection; Robert Kimberly,
were going to do it. that we should stop all progress in whatever is there, cut from surplus tracking maps Apollo 11 Cancels and Cachets; Reu-

"I tried to take stock of my technology, try to take advantage "That's the real thing. That's and mission charts and cacbeted ben Krull. John Glenn - James McDi-
vitt; Gordon Nicklos, Space Stamps-

emotions at that moment, and l of the technology we have develop- what lights things in peoples' eyes, with the official SPACEPEX seal. Foreign Issues; Mrs. I. H. Passel,
remember that we wore telephone- ed, and apply that technology to makes the kids think about the fu- The Bureau of Engraving and Space Collection; Dr. M. I. Radnofsky.
operator Lvpes of headsets and solving the world's problems, lure, and makes the kids realize Apollo 14 Cover Collection. Apollo

microphones which were called "I think it is correct, certainly, what's great about the space pro- _ 11 First Day Collection; Miss BarbaraRadnofsky, Tracking the Flight of

'torture racks' then. l looked down to apply the technology. But unless gram is that we are Iooking for ___ Apollo 13, Apollo g First Day Collec-

" tion; Mrs killian Raiche, Apollo 11
at the mike, and I couldn't see it we continue to push on the fron- that adventure of the morrow. _ Covers; Gale Raymond. Selected
because I was shaking so hard that tiers of progress and knowledge, "I think the Alan Shephard Tracking Station Covers and Stamps;

Ed Richardson,CanadaRocket Mail;
the mike was going up and down. we're not going to be in a position flight of Freedom 7 started an era Richard Rodgers, Space Collection;
I'll remember that as long as I even five years from now to corn- I have hopes that the Apollo 14 Mrs. Mary Smiley, Space Collection;
live." pete technologically with the rest mission which Shepard command- r.M. Shellshear. Apollo Flights; JonTankersly, Space Cover Collection;

Dr. Kraft recalls his surprise at of the world, ed almost ten years later will start \ \U._M_E_COt_UGm/ and the MSC Stamp Club. perma-

the overwhelming reaction of the "I hope that after we get over a new era. It still remains to be _ nent Collection of Club Covers and
selected items from the Club's Ex-

American people to the flight of this present lethargy which exists seen whether that will happen." change Collection.
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ShepardcomparessrAc_ c^Psu_

Ori¢_nmlti:i_Oct 16. 1959 _ Sbeete_helt :

2, hisMercuryand

_,, Apollomissions
Alan Shepard, America'.s first

man in space, remembers vividly

the thrill of the Freedom 7 flight.
V _,4 Comparing that mission to his

recent Apollo 14 lunar journey,
ORIGINALSEVEN--Astronauts{left to right) John H. Glenn,Jr.; DonaldK.

he says, "Freedom 7 had to be a Slayton; M. Scott Carpenter, Jr.; Virgil I. Grissom; Walter M. Schirra, Jr.,
t /.' more exciting flight for me, purely Alan B. Shepard,Jr.; and L. GordonCooper,Jr. were the first sevenchosen

from the standpoint of pure excite- for the U.S. mannedspace flight programs.
merit and all of those things as-

sociatedwith an increased flow of Exhibit and Films in Auditorium
adrenalin.

"As far as ApoLlo 14 was con- CO mmemorflt_? lOth /l i ,n,
cerned, my feelings were more ,mn_versa._

those of satisfaction at having ac- SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS
¢_GI complisheda very complicated

¢ mission with a high degree ol suc- A Redstone rocket like the one 30), Space Environment Simula-

MERCURYPATENT--Spacecraft can be patented, too. Maxime A. Faget and cess." which launched Alan Shepard on tion Lab (Building 32), and
his six co-inventors applied in October 1959 for a basic patent for the Mer- The reaction of the American his Freedom 7 flight, a mockup Lunar Receiving Lab (Building
cury spacecraft. The patent was awarded in September 1966, more than 3
years after the final Mercury mission, publm to his two flights cannot be of a Mercury space capsule, and 37), will be conducted on that

compared on the same level, Shep- some of the artifacts from Shep- date, beginning at the lobbies of

F g p di g p g ard feels. Before the first manned ard's historic first flight will be Buildings 30 and 32 and at thea et re cts continuin ro ress ,'_ercury mission, there were many, on display at the Building 1 back entrance to Building 37.
(Continued From Page 1) who believed that man could not Auditorium from Wednesday, Self-guided tours of Buildings 1,

parachute system was another the MR-3 launch from the block- go outside Earths atmosphere and May 5, through Sunday, May 9. 3, 5, and 29 will be in effect.
worrisome item faced by STG house area on that fifth day of return trom the weightless en- Beginning at 9:00 a.m. on May The normal public bus tour

engineers. "Although we had May a decade ago. "I guess as we vironment without mental or 5, 7, 8, and 9, "Freedom 7," the schedule will resume on Thurs-
tested the parachute in every look at the Redstone rocket now physical impairment, film depicting the May 5, 1961 day and Friday, May 6 and 7.

possible way we could, I was it looks like a pretty' small thing, So, Shepard believes, "there flight, will be shown in the aud-
convinced that regardless of what but I sure was impressed with was a feeling of relief after Free- itorium alternately with "A Visit Self-guided tours through Build-

happened, up to the time that the fact that AI Shepard was rid- dora 7. We got the spacecraft up, to Fra Mauro," which documents ings 1, 3, 5. and 29 will continue
the parachute caught on and ing on that great big, noisy, and everybody survived. Shepard's Apollo 14 mission, on May 6 through 9.

opened and did indeed function, powerful beast at that time--a "After Apollo 14, we're seeing Bus tours will be suspended There will be no guided tours
that A1 Shepard would have been very impressive thing, with all a different feeling, one manitested on May 5. Guided tours of the on Saturday May 8, or Sunday,

got down safely. The parachute the noise and everything." from a good working knowledge Mission Control Center (Building May 9.
did have to work--there's no Encouraged as they were by of what space is about, what it can

doubt about that. It was just that the success of the IvIR-3 mission, do, and what it has done in the S f NASA'SF P gso much was dependent on it." the men on Faget's engineering past decade. Now the space pro- omeo uture ro rams
Yuri Gagarin had made the team felt that orbital fhght had gram ts understood by the people,

world's first manned spaceflight to be approached cautiously, and they recognize the long-term
benefits."

aboard Vostok I less than a "Orbital flight--the vehicle go-

month before the MR-3 mission, ing into orbit and returning from As a result of conversations
"My reaction was of surprise," orbit--was, of course, a much. with many people during his tours
said Faget, "great surprise that bigger step from the standpoint after ApoLlo 14, Shepard is en-
the Russians were able to go into of engineering accomplishment, couraged about the tuture ot trie
orbit. We had heard rumors that We were very mindful of the space program m this country. He

they would. I didn't think that fact that we had not yet gotten believes Americans now reahze

the?, had developed their tech- into orbit, or had a proper retro- that such advancements as trans-
nology as far along as they oh- sequence to get us out to recover oceamc television and the sensors
viously had when they did go into the vehicle. So, we had a lot still use(n m cardiac work have come as

orbit. I never thought that we ahead of us." direct benefits from space re-
were behind the Russians techni- A shift from looking backward search.
calIy, ten ?,ears to looking forward Looking to the future, Shep-

"It was quite clear to me," ten ?'ears is a difficult maneuver, ard beheves that "manned and un- SKYLABSATURNWORKSHOP--This artist's concept shows the componentparts making up the cluster that will orbit Earth during the Skylab Program.
continued Faget, "that the tea- but Faget exhibited some of the manned spaceflight is just as in- In this photo,.a Sky]ab crewman performs an extravehicular exercise to in-
sons the Russians were able to vision that has punctuated his evitable as the aviation industry, spect lenses on the Apollo Telescope Mount. Skylab flights, the _irst ofwhich wll] be launched in early 1973, may last up to 56 days and will per-
get into orbit before we were is career in aeronautical and space The tremendous increase in form a broad set of medical and solar astronomyexperiments,amongothers.
that their system would allow research. "If the country' devotes technology in both of these areas

greater concentration to carrying a reasonable amount of attention is comparable and indicate, to me
out a mission than we were to space, I think ten years from at least, that space is here to stay."
allowed. We had to justify and now we will have made great In the past ten years, "we've

prove everything we did and, al- strides. Ten years from now, seen peaks of excitement and moll-
though we certainly carried out if we are able to develop the ration and then some areas where
the Mercury program in a very shuttle system, we will be in the the interest dropped to some de-

short time scale, we still were early stages of capitalizing on that gree," Shepard noted.
slowed down a certain extent system. "f would rather see the prog-
by the process of having to justify "We are talking now about six ress in the next ten ),ears on a

what we were doing." and 12-man space stations being much more orderly basis. Now
Quite clearly, the Russians, put together in a modular man- that we've found out about space,

having gone into orbit in what her, but I think we will very we should continue to take steady
amounted to practically a ?,ear quickly leap to more capable ve- steps and make steady, expansion
ahead of our orbital flight, per- hicles. And I think ten years from of our knowledge, both terrestrial
haps under the best of circum- now we will once more be talk- and lunar."

stances we couldn't have been ing about extensive manned ex- Shepard believes cooperation
first in orbit. We think we could ploration both of the Moon and in space between Russia and the SHUTTLEVERSATILITY--TheShuttle design shown in this artist's concept
have been first with the subor- of the planets. Whethe:r we go U.S. is beneficial. "For world was changed recently from a straigntwin_l to a delta-wing configuration. This

photograph displays one of the tasks the Space Plane may perform. The Or-
bital flight under different cir- with permanent bases or with powers to continue to survive biter portion of the two-stageSpaceShutt'e (the other staf4eis the Booster}
cumsta Ices. ' fairly extensive expeditions, I'm peacefully, there must be dis- has deployeda cannister with space travelers, connectinqit to an Earth-orbit*

ing space station. The Shuttle represents a new version of space exploration
Faget said that he watched not sure." course between the nations." --one that significantly reduces the costs of operation.
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The Mission of Freedom Seven
America's First Adventure in Manned Space Flight

On May 5, 1961 at 9:34 a.m.,
Astronaut Alan Shepard in his

_ Mercury spacecraft called Free-
..,, dora 7, was lifted into space by a
_t

_- Redstone booster. Close to 50

_ million Americans sat nervously
)_,:'_ _- before their television sets to
:_%-_'_1 watch the historic event. The

" ', _'!_ flight lasted 15 minutes and 22
I secondsandbegana newera ef

American space achievements.
Much of Shepard's time before

t the flight went into training and

simulationactivities.Somepeople
feared that the long training per-
iod might cause staleness or "over
training." After the flight, how-

ever, Shepard said that the many
'_ rehearsals were of great value in

making the mission seem almost
/" "_._r,___ _ routine.

In the upper lefthand photo,
Shepard "flies" the mission in the
procedures trainer at Cape Ken-
nedy (then called Cape Canav-
eral). The second photo shows
him leaving the altitude chamber
in Hangar S at the Cape. ":

At lower left, the Redstone
booster streaks through the sky "_.
with Freedom 7 and Shepard on

_,_i their way to a date with history.
At top right, Shepard is being

recovered from the waters of the

Atlantic Ocean by a Marine heli-
copter piloted by Wayne Koons,
who is now with the Shuttle Pro-

gram Office at MSC.

In the nextphoto, Shepardand
the spacecraft are shown safely
aboard the recovery carrier Lake

Champlain. 7.... -.q
Later, Shepard was flown to

Grand Bahama Island where he

underwent medical and flight de- t_IP.
briefings. Arriving at Grand Ba-
hama, he is flanked (third photo ',

at right) by Donald K. Slayton, __ _-,,,,m

Lt. Col. Keith Lyndell, and Virgil _ ,_
I. Grissom.

The Mission Control Center at

the Cape (bottom right, with I
Flight Director Chris Kraft in the

foreground) was, before and dur-
ing the flight a scene of tension
and excitement. Afterwards, it
was the scene of jubilation over
America's first manned venture

into space, a total and unqualified
SUCCESS.


